
 
 

Abstract 

       The present study aims to study the performance of a photovoltaic storage solar 

collector for the purpose of utilizing solar energy for heating, water heating and electricity 

generating for domestic and industrial purposes. In the present work two types of storage 

solar collectors have been designed, the first type is a traditional storage solar collector 

which it's includes a tank with an inclined rectangular surface with angle 45° from the 

horizon, painted by dark black color to increase the thermal absorption of solar radiation. 

The second type is a photovoltaic storage solar collector which it will be studied in the 

present work, it's similar to the first collector but different in using a solar cell combined 

on an inclined surface of the tank. The system consisted of several parts: glass cover, 

tubings. Glass wool and wood were used to surround around the storage tank which they 

offer a good thermal insulation as well as the thermal sensors were distributed in the side 

surface of the collector for measuring the average temperature of water inside the tank as 

well as measuring surface cell temperature , the absorbent surface and the glass cover 

surface. In addition, measuring equipment has been used to measure: the voltage and the 

current of the solar cell, the flowrate of water , wind speed and intensity of radiation were 

conducted tests in the atmosphere of the Kirkuk city latitude 35. 46 and longitude 44. 39. 

Two system was turned on and the results was recorded every 60 minutes form 8:00 AM 

till 5:00 PM , a computer program has been built to solve the equations of the theoretical 

part relating to the performance of the photovoltaic collector without load and, finding a 

comparison between the experimental and theoretical results,  where the results were good 

consensus between their results. 

      The study included comparing the experimental and theoretical results obtained in the 

different climatic conditions of Iraq's and comparing the thermal performance between 

the two models. The results showed that the value of the average storage temperature of 

the traditional  and the photovoltaic collectors in the summer recorded maximum heat 

worth (46 ° C, 38 ° C), respectively, with no load, and thermal energy acquired two 

compounds increase over time as valued at the traditional and photovoltaic collectors 

without  flow was founded  (2223.23W, 1096W) in the summer, while in spring the 

thermal energy acquired reached (1684.48W, 1062W) respectively, as also noted that the 

overall efficiency of the collector, The efficiency of the traditional and photovoltaic 

collectors was recorded at a great value (81%, 66.3%) in the summer, (56.2% and 77%) 

in spring respectively without load. And the results showed that the value of the average 

storage temperature of the traditional  and the photovoltaic collectors in the winter 
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recorded maximum heat worth (28.5°C, 22.08° C), respectively, with no load, and 

thermal energy acquired two compounds increase over time as valued at the traditional 

and photovoltaic collectors without  flow was founded  (2061W, 866W) in the winter. 

      In the case of a load, it was observed that the average storage temperature for the 

summer recorded a maximum temperature of (43 ° C, 40 ° C) for the traditional  and the 

photovoltaic collectors respectively, while the thermal energy acquired for the traditional 

and photovoltaic collectors  with  flowrate of water by (0.2 kg / min, 0.4 Kg / min )was 

(1827W, 1774W) in the summer, while in the spring it reached about (2621W, 1928W) 

respectively, and the overall efficiency of the photovoltaic design is higher than the 

overall efficiency of the traditional design  in Summer with  flowrate of (0.2 Kg / min, 

0.4 Kg / min ),where the maximum value of efficiency was 68.4% for the photovoltaic 

collector  in the summer, while the overall efficiency of the traditional design was 

65.88%. The results showed that the outside water temperature reached a maximum of 42 

° C at 2 pm for the photovoltaic collector , and the differences in exit temperature and 

entry temperature are and (30°C, 14.6°C) at 2 pm for the traditional and photovoltaic 

collectors, respectively, and the overall efficiency was increased due to the removal of 

hot water from the collector and the cooling of solar cell, then increasing producing of 

the electrical power. In general, under load conditions, the total efficiency of the 

photovoltaic storage collector is higher than the traditional storage collector.  

 

 




